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In this thesis

relay for the protection

ABSTRACT

is attenpted to design a digital inpedance

transnission lines, The design is based on

.,1:.:; 1:::.: r'::::: :

ir
of

a cornpact and inexpensive, 8-bit M6800 nicroprocessor. Major emphasis

is laid on a software design for the system. The software design increa-

ses the flexibility and reliability of the system. However, this requires

a trade-off between hardware and software implementation.

Problens of.d.c. offset currents and harnonics due to faults

on transmission lines, have been carefully studied. These problens are

reduced by an analog band-pass filter tuned to 6A Hz.

Fina1ly, thís device has been tested in the laboratory. For

the protection of transmission lines, the results obtained are close to

the expected ones.
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CHAPTER 1

ÏNTRODUCTION

1.1 Relaying

A protective relay is a device which responds to abnormal

conditions on an electrical power system to control a circuit breaker so

as to isolate the faul"ty section of the ïystem with the rninimum inteï-
ruption to service [9]. To isolate th'e faulty section of the system, a

relay must decide which circuit breaker should trip. Relays are made

responsive to changes that occur in some of the electrical quantities,

such as voltage, current, phase angle, frequency, etc., during transition
from healthy to faulty conditions.

I.1.1 Distance relays

Based on the nature of measured electrical quantities, relays

can be classified into several kinds such as distance relays, over cur-

rent relays, pilot wire relays, differentiar relays, etc. Among these,

distance relays are the most versatile family of relays and are used

prinarily for the protection of transnission lines, As their nane inplies,
they measure distance between the fault point on the transnission line
and the relay point and respond in accordance with the setting of the

relay. Since impedance of the line is alnost linearly proportional to

its length, distance to the fault can be measured by estimatíng the inped-

ance of the line (which in turn is calculated from the,voltage and cur¡

rent signals at the relay point). Distance:relays 4re classified accord-

ing to their polar characteristics and the method of comparison made, as

inpedance rerays, adnittance relays and reactance relays. Among then,
(
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the inpedance relay, which is concerned only with arnplitude, has the

sinplest. circular characteristic with center at the origin on an R-x

diagram.

It is a rnathematical dual of the directional reLay which is

the simprest of the relays, having a straight line characteristic. No

doubt an 'inpedance ielay has limitations over longer lines where it is

more vulnerable to tripping on pohrer swings tgl. stilI, it is stable

and gives very good results for medium lines.

7,I.2 Digital relay_developnent

The conventional distance relays are of either electro-rnechanical

or solid-state electronic construction. Before about lg4s, the najor

emphasis üias on mechanical distance relays, but in the .late 1940ts and

early 1950ts nany scientists and engineers tried to develop electronic

relays by using a pentode tube as a comparator triggering a thyratron

for tripping purposes t9]. Unfortunately, thermionic relays, because of
unreliability, could not be accepted for commerical use. In the 1960ts

the rapid developnent of seniconductor technology turned a neü/ page in

nicroconputer history. Toward the end of that decade rnany experts in the

field of power systen relaying began to contemplate the use of digital
computers for protection of transnission lines and other apparatus. At

that time the benefits of such a conputer-based approach lvere not clear,

and few specifiedways in which such a systen could actually be built and

progra¡nmed had been considered.

The subsequent introduction and proliferation of minícornputers

began an era of plummeting costs of processors suitable for relaying.

The computer inplementation of protection promised to be less expenåive

than rnore conventional approaches tg] . As a resuLt, a nunber of
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investigators published results of work on specific hardware and software

techniques for relaying by niníconputer and microcomputers. At present,

processor hardware costs have reached still lower levels. Manufacturers

and users are looking closely at practical system designs which are likely

to appear in commerical service during the next few years.

I,2 Algorithn Classification

A number of algorithms for design and developrnent of conputer-

based impedance relays have been proposed in nunerous papers [I-6]. They

can be categorized into three groups:

i) Frequency domain algorithm.

ii) Tine domain algorithn.

iii) Phasor domain algorithm

L2,7 Frequency donain algorithn

The frequency donain algorithn uses the discrete Fourier trans-

form to form the voltage and current phasors. A data window (defined as

the tine span covered by the sample set needed to execute the computatíon

procedure) of I cycle is used t4]. Algorithms based on a one cycle data

window are described to be accurate and provide good harmonic rejection

but require a line model to renove the decaying d.c. transient present in

fault current. The frequency donain algorithn is well explained and

derived in t4l.

L,2"2 Tinê donain âlgorithm

In the time donain algorithm the transmission line is simulated

b.y a set of first'order linear differential equations of the forn

,di.ñr¡,';:-- RI = !clt
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This equation is solved for R and L by different approaches

such as forrnation of the integral equation and solving it for R and L

over t$¡o independent tine intervals. Ranjbar and Cory t6] conclude that

the accuracy of the digital method under transient fault conditions can

be improved if urdesirable high frequency components are attenuated by

carefully selecting the integration intervals. The same technique was

used later by [r] to develop an algorithm to measure inpedance.

In earlier work, Mann and Morrison developed an impedance algor-
ithm from instantaneous and differential equations of voltage and cur-

Tent, as follows.

rf v, i, vt, it are instantaneous values of voltage and cur-

rent and their tine derivatives respectively, then at any time t,
v = VpK sin ot

| = IOO sin (trrt + q¡

vt = ' 
VPK cos t¡t

it = o IO* cos (tllt + 41

lzl = þ = '*.-tFtPK / i2 * (*)'

and phase angle O = arc tan (þ - arc ran (þ.

These equations .enable conplete impedance deterrnination, as:

Z = ft+jx - Z (cosQ+j sinS).

Derivatives of voltage and current can easily be obtained by

passing the voltage and current signals through an operational anplifier
differentiator.
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I.2.3 Phasor domain algorithn

The third category for impedance estimation is the phasor donain

algorithm. This algorithn seems to be the sirnplest and easiest to derive

and reasonably accurate. The author has written an algorithm for imped-

ance estimation of transmission lines in the phasor domain. The impedance

is calculated by estimating the voltage and current peaks using a peak

detector software progra¡n on a Motorola 6800 microprocessor. The phase

difference between voltage and current waveforms is also determined.

rmpedance ís then carculated by simply dividing the voltage peak by the

current peak:

,7 
- 

l/ tJ.tt, = l2l =:PK - lvl' ' rpx lÍl
where ü and Í t*prurents the phasors for voltage and current and 2

is the complex impedance.

The possible existence of an exponentially decaying dc trans-

ient and high frequency noise present in the voltage and current signals

of a high-voltage systen causes sorne difficulties in real peak detection

prograns. Ït is shown in equations (8.1) and (8.2) that after the occur-

rence ofafault both curtent and voltage waves contains transient d.c.

conponents. Mann and Morrison explored the possibility of removing d.c.

offset in the current signal by using minic impedance in the current

transformer secondary [10]. rt was assumed that if an ideal cT is con-

nected to a secondary burden having the same x/R ratio as the prinary

circuit then the voltage across the burden will be purely sinusoidal

as he explained in [10]. However, the author believes that elimination

of d.c. offsets in currents can be achieved nore accurately íf a linear
coupler (in place of a current transformer) is used. Warrington explored

the possibility of reducing d.c. offsets up to 90% a¡d, even more by using



linear couplers,

' Since linear couplers act as purely differentiating devices

the instantaneous output quantity beco¡nes a voltage given by

di
v=¡aPo '"' Tfr (1'1)

where

v_ = secondary output voltageo

i- = primary currentp

M = coefficient of primary to secondary mutual inductance.

1r

tn = Io*lsin(ot +o - ô) + sin(o - ô) .-t/'f (r.2)

where r = L/R, the time constant of the resulting power sysrem

cr = fault inception angle

Q = phase angle (power factor angle)

ïpX = peak value of current

L and R are, respectively, induccaflce and resistance of the

transnission 1ine. Then

ro = M rpK[r.r.r cos(rt + cx - (,) - !sin(s - ó) .-t/'] (1.g)

Equations (1.2) and (1.3) Tepresent, respectively, the current

into the linear coupler and voltage out of the linear coupler. when

equations (L,2) and (1;s) are compared, it has been seen that

into linear coupler out of linear coupler

coefficient of sinusoidaL l__ M I__, trrpart -PK ''' 'PL

coefficient of exponenr T_ M I- I
part -PK ''' 'PK 'r

i.e-,, the ratio of tmwanted (exponentiaL) part to the wanted

(sinusoidal) part is I as the signal enters the linear coupler u"å- *Tû)

as the signal leaves the linear couprer. since # is typically 0.2
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(X/R for the transmission line equals five), the I'signal-to-noise ration

is inproved.

One of the disadvantages of using a linear coupler is that be-

sides attenuating d.c. offsets it increases noise (due to harmonic cur-

rents) as is evident fron equation (1.s). rn order to suppress both d.c.

current offsets and unnecessary high frequency noise,the author has de-

veloped a second order band-pass active filter which is described fully
in Chapter 4. This filter is very economical and reliable as it arlows

only the funda¡nental frequency component to reach the microcomputer, thus

sinplifying the problem of possible false peak detection. Another advan-

tage of this filter is that it introduces zero phase delay at the resonant

frequency.
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CHAPTER 2

MÏCROPROCESSOR SYSTEM DESCRTPTION

A conplete microprocessor syste¡n or microcomputer, has principal
components similar to those of other compúter systems: a central pro-

cessing trnit CCPU), a me¡nory-module, an input-output module and a clock.

A block diagram of a basic nicroprocessor syste¡n is drawn in Fig . (z,L) .

The main hardware requirenents for the inplernentation of the

impedance relay design are:

1. Central Processing Unit

2, Memory

3, Peripheral Interface Adapter (pIA)

4, Analog to Digital Converter

5. Active filters.

Each of the first four of these is described in detail in this
chapter but the active filter is given in Chapter 4.

2,L Central processing Unit: (CpU)

The najor part of a nicroconputer is the CpU which itself is
cornposed of an Arithmetic-Logic-unit (ALU) and control unit (cu). The

Arithmetic-Logic-unit perforns both arithmetic and logic operations on

data and the control Unit sequences the operation of the entire system.

In fact, it operates and manages all control signals necessary to synch-

ronize operations and data f1ow. one of the essential roles of the

Control Unit is to fetch, decode and execute successive instructions

stored in rnemory.
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The processor unit used in this particular design, a Motorola

M 6800, is a bidirectional, bus oriented, 8-bit parallel machine capable

of addressing up to 65 K bytes of nenory with L6 bits of address. The

various registers it contain are:

a) Two 8-bit Accunulators

b) 16-bit Index regisrer

c) 16-bit Stack (Randorn Access Read-Write Memory)

d) 6=bit Condition Code Register and,

e) Progran Counter.

The M 6800 nicroprocessor requires only a single +5 v power supply, The

¡ninimun instruction execution tine is 2 microseconds but the one used here

takes Z_x2-A microseconds.

Processor Control lines include RESET which automatically re-
starts the processot, as well as INTERRUPT REQUEST and NON-MASKABLE INTER-

RUPT to monitor peripheral status, The other control lines are THREE STATE

CONTROL DATA BUS ENABLE and FIALT which can be used for multi-processing.

2,2 Merpry

Conputers, as with any other organization, m.rst have some means

of retaining infornation for later reference. Arnong the nany kinds and

storage techniques used, semiconductor memories are universally used in
microconputers

Semiconductor nemories can be classified into several kinds

depending on whether they are accessible to write information in and then

read it out, or onry capable of being read from. These two kinds of
memory are known as Random Access Menory (RAM) (or Read/write memory),

and Read Only Mernory (ROM), respectively. ROMs are non-volatile whïIe

RAMs are volatile
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This particurar system uses both kinds of memory. Apart fron

the cPU itself, there is a 1 K RoM for the Monitor and sl2 bytes of
RAM for the control program and data. The control program resides in the

first two pages of the me¡nory nap.

2.3 Peripheral Interface Adapter (pIA) [M 6820/21]

Infornation about the outside world must be gathered and pro-

cessed, Once processed, the information can be utilized to control various

devices and/or display the information. In order to conmunicate with

the peripheral devices interfacing is required.

The Motorola 6800 microprocessor has no input/output instruc-

tions but the systen uses a memory-mapped input-output schene. In this
scheme the CPU treats input and output ports as simple memory locations.

The MotoroLa 6820/21 Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA) provides a uni-

versal means of interfacing devices to the Motorola 6800 CPU through two

8-bit bi-directional data buses, three chip select rines, two register

serect lines, two interrupt request lines, a Read/write line, an Enable

line and a Reset line. These signals, in conjunction with the M 6g00 VMA

output, perrnit the CPU to have conplete control over the'PIA. No exteïna1

logic is used for interfacing too many peripheral devices.

The functional configuration of the prA is progranmed by the

microprocessor during system initialization (discussed below). Each of
the peripheral data lines can be progran¡ned to act as an input or output,

and each of the four control/interrupt lines nay be progranned for one

of several control nodes. This allows a high degree of flexibility in
the overall operation of the interface, The structure of the Motorola

6820/2I PIA chip is shown in the btock diagrarn of Fig. 2.3.
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Ftg. 2.2 Structure of the mfcroprocessor system.
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rn order to nininize noise interference, control lines are

connected to high state inputs through 1 KCI resistors. The control lines
are mainly for hand*shaking purposes and are not used in this particular
project. Reset and Read/write lines are connected to the cpu to help

transfer of data fron CPU to PIA and vice-versa, depending upon the state

of the R/Û rine. The Enable (È) signal is driven by the phase-two ctock

of the systen directly. The two interrupt request lines are tied together

and connected to ÏQ of the CpU.

Since the available 65 K memory locations of our microproces-

sor system are not fully utilized, a partial address decoding scheme for
the PIA is used as shown in the block diagram of Fig, 2.4.

2.3,I. PIA initializarion

There are six registers within the PIA accessible to the CpU

data bus: two peripheral (output) registers, two data direction registers

and two control registers; but they occupy only four memory rocations,

Three different registers are assigned to each of the two channels (I/O

Ports) of the PIA. The output register is a temporary data storage loca-

tion and can be used as an input or an output register. The Data Direc-

tion Register controls the buffer between the output register and the

Peripheral Data Bus (PDB). Each of the bits in the Data Direction Register

can be set to zero or 1 enabling the PDB line to act as input or output,

respectively, Since the Data Direction Register and the Output Register

share the sane address (Fig. z.s), bir s of the corresponding control

Register acts as a pointer bit and selects Output Register or the Data

Direction Register, depending on the state of bit 3.

The particular partial decoding scheme used in this projeðt

assigns addresses 8000 and 8001 to Port A while 8002 and 8005 are assigned
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to Port B. once the system is reset, all the registers of the prA get

cleared thus simplifying the initiatization procedure of the pIA.

The following program denonstrates the simplicity of the pïA

initialization.
*** PIA InitiaLízation

LDX #90004

srx $ 8000

srx $ 8002

(a)

xlxlxlxlx XIXIXIX XIX

0l0l0l0l0l0 0l0l0l0l0l0l0

0l0l0l0l0l1l0 0t0t0t0t0t1t0t0

(b)

Fig. 2.6 (a) pIA initialization program

(b) Input-Input poft configuration

x - any data

once the PIA is initialized, it starts receiving data frorn, or sendin g data

to,the rnicroprocessor system as well as the outside world. The above pro-
gran enables both ports of the PIA to receive data from the converter,
í.¿., to act as input ports.

2.4 Analog ro Digirát Converter (A/D)

Communicating between the analog and digital worlds requires

devices that can translate the language of the two worlds. The anal0g

to digital (A/D) converter translates the language of the analog world

into the language of the dígital world. The anarog signal is presented

to the input of the A/D converter and after a finite amount of convlrsion
tine the digitar output is available for use by the digital cornputer.
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Key characteristics of A/D converter include absolute and relative
accuracy, linearity, resolution, conversion speed, stabirity and price.

rn this project, the ADc 0800 (MM 53578), an 8-bir A/D converrer,
is used. The internal construction of this conveïter is shown in Fig.

2'7' rt contains a high input impedance comparator, 256 series resistors
and analog switches, control logic and output latches. conversion is per-
formed using a successive approxination technique where the unknown voltage
is conpared to the resistor tie points using analog switches. when the
appropriate tie point voltage matches the unknown voltage, conversion is
conplete and the digital output contains an 8-bit conplementary binary
word corresponding to the unknown. Conversion requires 40 clock periods
and the data transfer occurs in about 200 ns so that valid data is
present, virtually all of the time. The device is operated in the free-running
node by connecting the Start conversion line to the End of Conversion

l ine.

The reference applied across the 256 resistor network deternines
the analog input range. For naxinum accuracy it is desirable to operate
with at least 10 v range. lvith the top of the R-network connected to
5 v and the botton connected to -s v a is v range is used. The A/D

converters use a specific data representation called rcomplementary off-
set binary codet to represent the digítal quantities. This code can be

represented as having a linear relationship with the analog voltage levels
as is shown graphically in Fig. Z,g.
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CHAPTER 3

RELAY SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 Fr¡ndanental Operating Principlg

Transmission line fault detection is achieved by detecting the

change in systen inpedance by constantly observing voltage and current

magnitudes along with their phase ang1e, Voltage and current nagnitude

changes can easily be detected by observing their peak values which, for
particular conditions, Temain constant, and the phase angle from the tine

difference between the occurrence of voltage and current peaks.

If Vpf represents the peak value of voltage

ïpX represents the peak value of current

then l2l the conplex inpedance magnitude is given by

t=l|l =þ (s.1).PK

if o Tepresents the fault inception angle,

0 the phase difference between voltage and current waveforms,

ü the phasor voltage at fautt occurrence

and ì tn" phasor cuïrent at the sane instant

then ü = V'K.OV G.z)

Ì = IpK . 0i (s.S)

vÌhere OV = 90-cr $,Za)
' 0. = 90-oú+ô ¡3.i¡a)

The phasor and instantaneous values of voltage and current, at

the inst,ant of faurt occurrence, are shown in Fig. s.l(a) and (b), Ie-
spectively.
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vPK'
IpK<90-ot0)

RandX

; j sínÖ)

(b)

Fig. 3.1

sim indicates the current

indicates current lagging

by

90-cl

¿L

(a)

In equatÍon (3.3a) a positive
ì

voltage, while a negative sign

The complex irnpedance is given

leading the

the voltage.

a

9V/¿ - '¡-
I

or z = l2l <tó
if expressed in

t, = l2l ¡cosp

or 2 = RF jX

where R = lì,1 cosq

x = lll sinS

nagnitude z - lì:l =

and O = tanor,*,

(3.4)

components the complex inpedance

=þ*Iptç

(3.5)

(3 ,6:r)

(5.6b)

(s "7 a)

(3.7b)

/R2+x2



Equation

conplex impedance

Fig.3.2.

3.7 (a) gives

with radius Z

.:.ì.:1..."--

circular characteristics of the

on R-X plane which is shown 1n

Fig. 3,2 Characteristj-cs of Inpedance Relay

J.Z Signal Conditioning

Signals of voltage and current from the transmission line are

derived from a step down potential transformer and a current transforrner,

respectively, 'Because of the cornplexity of the converter operation the cur-

rent signal is changed into current proporti.onal voltage by passing it

through an appropriat,e valued resistor: Fig, 3.3"

It has been shown that the fauLt on the line results in addition

to the fundanental conponents of voltage and current, a d,c. offset and

other high harmonics which cause ¿irtottion in the original sinusoid. The

algorithm developed on the basis of equation (3,7) sinply detects the maxi-

mum value of the sinusoidal waveforms which, in the presence of harnonics,

could easily be feigned before the real maxima occur. To avoid this

abnor:nality, it becones necessary to, somehow, re¡nove the unwanted d.c.

offset and noise and let only the 60 Hz cornponent reach the microcon-

pÞter. Ir,lany methods have been suggested in a number of papers tf-Ol,

Ø.9,, using a conbination of lowpass and di.gital filters, using digital
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filters only, etc. The author suggests using an analog band-pass (2nð,.

brder) active filter tuned at 60 Hz frequency. This filter described

in a later chapter, successful ly removes or attenuates d. c. and noise to an

extent that is acceptable to the algorithrn used.

The analog conditioned signal is then fed to the analog ro

digital converter which converts it into an 8-bit (255r6) discrete resolu-

tion. The nicroconputer, thus detects peak values of voltage, and cur-

rent proportionar to vortage, and finally computes inpedance of the

faulted line. If the fault is detected within the pïotected zone the

computer sends a trip signal to the appropriate circuit breaker. Other-

wise it continues to compute the line impedance until sorne abnormal con-

dition appears on the line. The system that detects the fau1t, and then

generates a trip signal is shown in Fig, S.S.

3.3 Flow Chart

The flow chart of the

given in Þ-ig. g. S , The various

are discussed briefly.

algorithn based on equation (3.6) is

steps taken in developing this program

3.3,r PIA initialization

The PIA is initialized by a simple program given in Fig.2,6,
repeated here:

LDX OOO4

STX PORT A

STX PORT B

This sinple progran initializes both ports as input ports , L.ø.,
it accepts digitized signals from both converters" To the microcomffi,rteï,

the PIA Ports are simple memory locations fron whers data can be read at
Ì-
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INITIALIZE PIA

MULTIPLY CURRENT
PEAK A¡{D SET IMP-

TRIP SIGNAL

Flg.3.5 Fault DeÈectÍon Flor¿ Chart.



any tine. Once the PIA is initialized it accepts data fron the converter

continuously.

3.3.2 Peak detection

According to the Sampling Theorem, in order to represent the

input signal correctly and also to avoid aliasing problen, the sampling

rate must be at least twice as fast as the fastest occuring signal (or

maximun harnonic frequency) in the system. since ü¡e are blocking all

higher frequency noise and low frequency and d.c. offsets with band-pass

filter and there nay exist harmonics not fdr above the 60 Hz signal,

a sampling frequency of at least 180 Hz should be used. However, to get

results as accurate as possible, a sarnpling frequency of 4s20 Hz was

used thus giving a resolution of 5o (electrical). The data is then pro-

cessed in the microconputer" This process, after PIA initialization, rê-

¡nains operative until the naximun value sanple has been detected. This

value is saved for impedance calculations. The flow chart to detect peak

value is shown in Iiig,3.7. This progran has one advantage in that it

detects a positive or negative peak, whichever occurs first, and then

starts cornputation. The waveform resolution period is controlled by a

tDelayt progran flow chart given in Fig. 3.6.

3,3.3 Multiplication and division nodifications

The Motorola 6800 microprocessor instructíon set has no provision

for ordering nultiplication and division operation. A progran of simple

multiplication by repeated addition of two numbers up to a rnaximun value

of FFro = 256t0, because of physical linitations of the 8-bit processor,

would give results to a rnaximum value of FFro and if carry bit is.

inclucled the product result would reach the naxinum value 1 FFre or

26
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LOAD COUNTER

COUNTER=0
,

Ftg. 3.6 Delay Sub-routine Flow Chart.
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READ DATA AND
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SIGN BIT +YE
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UE PEAK =

A MINIMIIM=

TRUE PEAK =
\?-

Fig.3.7 YoLtage/Current Peak detection program Flow Chart.
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51210, rn order to get a larger product, multiple precision is used.

This canproduce results of any desired nagnitude. For example, double

precision can produce a number l30s91r0 when a carry bit is ineluded

and 652951¡ when a carry bit is excluded. A flow chart for a double

precision multiplication progïam is given in Fig. S.g.

Similarly single precision division by repeated subtraction

of two nurnbers produces a whole nurnber quotient which when ¡nodified to
nultiple precision yièlds a quotient of any fractionat part of a number.

This helps in evaluating the line impedance to be protected against the

selected inpedance of any fractional number.

This progran is written in machine language

6800 nicroprocessor and finally converted into machine

given in Appendix A.

for the Motorola

codes. Both are



MULTPLY

SET-UP M, & Md

CLEAR ACC B LOAD
ACC A TIITH Mr

LSB IN ACC A

ACC B= ACCB+M..

ATE ACC B RI

ROTATE ACC A RI

SHIFTS =
?

FÍg . 3. 8 Multf pll.catlon of T¡¿o Nr¡ubers
FLow Charr.

(Double-precis f.on)
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CHAPTER 4

FTLTERTNG

4.L Reason for Filtering

A fault on a transnission line distorts current and voltage

waveshapes because of resonances and travelling waves [11]. Distorted

htaves on analysis would yield in addition to ftmdanental, several other

frequency components best knov,¡n by the tern ftnoisett (or frhannonicsil) 
.

Digital relays are fourd to be very sensitive to noise because of the

absence of nagnetic and nechanical time constants. Typicar distortion of
waveshapes due to noise and d.c. offsets is shown in FJs. 4.1. Also in
Appendix B, it has been proven mathematically that afault introduce a d.c. off-
set, if the fault occurs at other than voltage peak

Since the peak finding algorithm used to estimate inpedance of
the tIansmission line always conpares two consecutive sanples of current
(or voltage) waveshapes, the presence of d.c. offset and noise, could

easily cause a false peak deternination. In these circumstances, it is
necessary to remove these unu¡anted higher harmonics and d.c. components.

The best way of attenuating them is by analog or digital filtering.

4.2 Choice of a Filter

of the two ty?es of filtering, analog filtering is selected in
design. The reasons for choosing an analog firter is that

it does not increase the conputational burden on the nicroconputer,

it uses operational amplifiers which are inexpensive and aïe easy

to use, and

(c) it does not introduce quantization errors as would a digital filter.

this

(a)

(b)
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0.00 1.00 2. OO 3. OO 4. OO 5. O0

Ftg. 4. I Sanple Faulr simularion (three phase).
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Active filters have some characteristics of their own that make

them different fron passive filters" i nor example, active filters usuarly

have single'ended inputs and outputs and thus do not froat with respecr

to the system po$¡er supply or conmon as a passive RLC network can. Active
filters can provide excellent isolation capabilities, that is, high input
inpedance and low output inpedance. The integrated circuit op-arnp proves

to be an extremely useful active device in the realízation of active RC

network.

4,3 Filter Design

The filter network functions of interest are magnitude, phase

and tine delay, The network parameters are the characteristic frequency,

storage or quality factor a and passband gain. These functions and

paraneters for a conplex-pole-pair bandpass network are as described be-

1ow.

The complex-conjugate-po1e-pair bandpass transfer function is:

Hfsl = = 
Go(l)o s

gz+0td9S*tot

and lower cut-off

band-pass gain is

be written in the

(4.8)

(4 .e)

frequencies

G. The sin-

form

where

and

0=å

O=00=fo- \.¡-'r, fu-fl

The parameters fU and fl are the upper

and fs is the center frequency where the

usoidal steady-state transfer function may

c
t + jQ(o7t¡o *õ6fH(io) = (4 . 10)

and the nagnitude, phase and delay functions are
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(a . 11a)

(4. 11b)

lr-/'z

G2
t-
I

L

- [ G2a2urtu2 lrtz

G (t¡) = I + qz (urlr¡o - urslôjz

0(t¡) = T- arc tanCff * /48't-J) - arc tan(2Q # -,4q5Ð

Ïn order to realize the second-order filter ftmctions and para-

meters, consider a general circuit of one operational anplifier, resistors
and capacitors. Figure 4,2(a) illustrates the nultiple-feedback connection

for a pair of complex-conjugate S-plane poles with zeros restricted to
the origin or infinity. Each elenent Yi represents a single resistor
or capacitor.

To derive the transfer function, ret us write the node

at the intermediate point rar and the inverting input nod.e:

(Yr + Yz + Ys + Y+) Va - Yl Vr - y+ Vz = e

Elininating

b
vr

Since the anplifier

tive input grounded,

We require

G, center frequency

transfer function is:

r(t,r) - 2Q-gos2-0..-4

-YsVa-VzYs = Q

we get

- YrYgYs(Yrtm
is used in its inverting configuration,

the circuit produces an inverting gain.

a second"order band pass filter with inverting gain

ûror and bandwidth B. Fron Fig. 4,2b the filter

(4,L2)

(4. 13)

equations

(4.r4)

(4. 1s)

(4. 16)

with the posi-

V
a
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(a) . A general seeond-order
circuit.

inf inf te-gain mul riple-f eedback

(b). Multiple-feedback band pass filter.

FIG. 4,2 Band-pass filrer
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h,', =

and the bandþass network function is
1I

(4.r7)G=

where

,..2 - 1wo - [lc1 rc; ,#. Rf, (4. 18)

(4, 19)

(4.20)

I
0

a

= c = lETr¡*frrn¡
_ n+OBp

(+. /?,)

Ì-l

"BP

rn practice Rl ì Rz and thus Rz is used to trin the a. Then, to ad-
just the center frequency, Rz and Ra can be simultaneously adjusted by

the same percentage with negligible effect on the a.

Rr, R¿, Rs, Cl and cz are appropriately selected so that the
circuit yields the desired response. This is illustrated by the example

given below. The detailed calculations are given in Appendix c.

4,3.I Numerical values

Let Cr = 0.1

and Gain G =

fora=2:
R¡ = 53.05 kA

R2 = 4,1449 kn

R3 = 77.164 kO

Sinilarly, for a

Rr = 132,626 kn

Cz = 0,22 yF; fo = 60HzUF;

1

a)

b) =$
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6788

L92,91

frequencies, the response magnitude

tabulated in TabLe 4.1 and ptotted

calculated fron equa-

fig. 4.4.

(4.8)
Irepeated)
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Re

ht(3

Ar different

tion 4,11 (aJ,

klì

kfl

1n

+.J.¿

bea

+-rU.

Then

Choice of Q

To analyse the output waveform let the step input to the filter
steady*state sinusoidal waveform with amplitude A, and frequency

E. = Asinont
1n (4.22)

Converting to Laplace transforms,

E.ls) = A =00 ^I - - sz + (¡é

Then fron the tranfer function

H(s) =

Eo (ti = AG

dLdsS

s2+q.oos+Lù6

Eo(s) = #Ei(s)

= ,= Gulo4Qs'Aoo where o¿ = 1/Q.(sz + t¡olQ s + t¡ä)(s2 * r¡E)

Il= AooG 
l;z_l*

å-'E (s) = ¿'tctï,

il
--]

r ì GAon
& s2+¿1¡0/Qr*rã

sin ost - GAoo # T;;t*lo7ZOI; * (o¡6 ^ 1/4 uft/Qz)

^-tr-r6/2Q 
t= AG sin o6t - GAcrro ffi _ r7Zq.ry 

. d
at cos(tis 'îT;-/ry)t
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TABLE 4.L

FILTER A¡{PLITUDE RESPONSE

f/f'o
20 log

Q=2
HUt¡) | f¿sl

Q=5

0. 1'

0,2

0.3

0,4

0.5

0.6

0.8

1.0

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

.10

-59.7

-45.34

-36.3

-29,2

^23,0

-I7 ,L

- 5.9

0

-23.0

-33.8

-40. 5

-4s.3

-49.6

-52.4

-55. 18

-59.7

-78.0

-63.6

-s4.4

-47 .L

-40. 5

-33.8

-18.0

0

-40. 5

-51 .9

-58. 7

-65 .6

-67 .47

-70.7

-73.5

-78.0
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= AG sin ûJot -

where T =

transient build

Thus r a

where K =

GA urã e-00/2q t
@ L - lry . sin(os [-l7Fãìt

of the filter (tine detay).

r = KQ (4.25)

Eo (t) = GA si¡ r,rt - GA + t+
ûrt - 7_j.7ry e*'/ ' sin ostm t U,24)

¿q.
(ùq

up or decaying time constant

aor
?

; sec. (a constant)ur0

rt is evident from (4.24) that the output fron the filter is a

transient sinusoid with a tine constant directly proportional to the a

of the filter circuit. The larger the varue of Q, the rarger is the
transient build-up ti¡ne constant as shown in Fig,4.4(a,b) and 4.5(a,b).
The dependency of ti¡ne constant upon a can also be confirmed fron equa-

tion (4.13). From (4,L2), zero phase deray produced by the firter at
center frequency fo is obvious thus reducing (4.13) to

t(t¡o) = 4.
(l)o

demonstrating rhe validity of (4 .25).

In. order to suppress the low and high frequency components ef-
fectively, and retain a low ti¡ne constant, an appropraite value of a
must be serected. As seen in fig, 4,3, for a equar to 2, the atten-
uation provided by this particular filter for srd harinonic is ss.g dB.

At Q = 5 this varue is sl.g dB. For the fifth harmonic the arrenua-
tion by the two filters respectively,,is 45.3d8, and 63.6d8, compared

to the gain at the fundamental frequency. The amount of attenuation pro-
vided by the two firters at so Hz is zs ð,8 and 40,s dB, respeptively,
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For the two filters the tine

and 27 ms i.ø., the filter at Q = 2

63eo of the final value (by definition

at Q = 5 takes alnost 1.6 cycles to

value.

The delay introduced by

acceptably 1arge. Therefore, Q =

and low frequency conponent noise

tine delay for transient build-up:

+2

constant, respectively, is 11 ms

takes 0.6 cycle to reach within

of time constant), while the filter
reach within 6Teo of the final

the filter of Q = 5 is considered un-

2 was selected, ft attenuates high

effectively and introduces a reasonable

about half of a cycle.

4,4 Filter Testing and Results

In Fig. 4,5 lH(jr)l i" dB is ptorred against f/+, the

nornalized frequency, for Q = 2 and Q = S. It can be inferred from

the figure that as a increases, the filter nore effectively attenuates

high and low frequency components, However, the sharper peak is attained
at the expense of a rarger tine rag. Figures 4.4a, 4.4b and,4.sa,4.sb
demonstrate step input responses, with the filters designed for Q = 2

and q = 5. Evidently, at higher varues of Q, the filteÌ response takes
a longer tine to reach the final value.

Tine derays introduced by the two kinds of filters [Q = z and

5], actually neasured from theenvelope formed by the transient build-up
were estimated to be 12 ns and 30 ns. whi.le theoretical delay pre_

dictions, for both filters, h¡ere 1l ns and 2T ms, respectively. Thus

the theoretical and actual derays are in close agreementr
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(a). OUTPUT

]NPUT

Q = 2'
(b). ONE: OUTPUT

TI{IO: INPUT

?ig. 4.4 Fllter response.

Q = 5,

ONE:

TI^]O:

6jHz

f. = 6OHz
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Q=5, f=60H2
ONE: OUTPUT

TIüO: INPUT

Q = 2, f = 60Hz

ONE: OUTPUT

TWO: INPUT

(b)

Fig. 4 .5 Filter response.



CHAPTER 5

TESTING AND RESULTS

5.1 Testing the Atgorithn

The nethod described in the last chapter is used to carculate
the firndanental frequencyphasors of voltage and current. This information
was then used to calculate the conplex ìmpedance of the line which further
is separated into apparent resistive and reactive conponents. Table S.l
details the complex inpedance estimation at various phase angles. This

test data was then used to draw relay characteristics on an R-X ptane as

shown in Fig. 5.r. Reasons for deviation from the ideal (a circle) are

discussed later.

The reray woiked perfectly at arl phase angres except in the
fourth quadrant where the argorithm is slightly unstable. since in case

of transrnission line protection, we are conce¡ned rnainly with the first
quadrant of the R-x plane, this algorithn is satisfactory. Later the
algorithm Vtas tested for different protected irnpedance zones and for dif-
ferent fault current levels, Data for these tests is tabulated in Tables

5,2 and 5.3, respectively,

5.2 Faulr Detect+on Tine

The firnction of the relay is to detect the f.ault and decide

whether it is inside the protected zone or outside and generate a trip
or no trip signar accordingly. For these three functions it should take

the least time to avoid any further damage to the line or other equipment.

rn this particular relay the tine between the faurt occurrence on the
line and the trip signal generation by the nicrocomputer takes a minirnum
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TABLE 5.1

RELAY ACCURACY AS A FUNCTTON OF PHASE ANGLE

TABLE 5.2

RELAY ACCURACY AS A FUNCTION OF VOLTAGE

RELAY ACCURACY

TABLE 5.3

AS A FUNCTION OF TMPEDANCE

4.s703 v
4.6094 V
4.6484 V
4.6484 V
4,6484 V
4.6484 V
4.6484 V
4.6484 V
4.6484 V
4.6484 V

+I2.3"
+45o
+90o

+135"
+172"
+779"
-1350
-900
-450
^20"

1l)
1l)
lù¿

1Q

1f¿

1CI

1l¿

1l)
1CI

1Q

4.6094 V
4.6484 V
4.ó875 V
4.6875 V
4.687s V
4.6875 V
4.6875 V
4.6875 V
unstable
4.6875 V

0.9915
0.9916
0. 991 7
0. 991 7
0.991 7
0.9917
0.991 7
0, 991 7

0,9917

-0. 85 eo

-0,g4eo
^0.83%
-0.83%
-0,83%
-0,83eo
-0,g3eo
-0,83%

-0,gTeo

TRIP CURRENT TRIP IMP.

4.6094 V
3.9453 V
2 .98875V
2.03t3 V
1.0156 V

900
900
900
900
900

4.6484
3,9844
3.0078
2,07
1 .0557

-0.84eo
-0.98e,
-L,3eo
-r,89%
-3.7eo

.VOLTAGE PHASE ANGLE
IMPEDANCE
SETTING

TRIP
CURRENT

TRIP
IMPEDANCE ERROR

2,46094 v
2.46094 V
2.46094 V
2.46094 V
2.46094 V
2.46094 V

90"
90"
900
900
900
90e

2Q

I .5ç¿
1,25CI
1.0Q
0. 751)

0¡51ì

r.25
L,6797
r.992
2,5
3.32
4 ,96094 .

I .9688
I .465
L,234
0,984
0,74r
0i496

-3.13%
'3.49eo
-L,4790
-L,45eo
-0,88%
-0 ¿394%
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NO TRIP

ZONE

TRIP
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of 3/4th of a cycre and a maximun of s/2 of a cycre. rn detair it is
calculated as described below.

a) Delay produced by analog filter Tf = 10,106 ns

b) Conversion time; analog to digital T. = 0.05 ns

c) Voltage and cument peak detection TpK,

, Let o = fault inception angle in degrees

0 = phase angle (tagging)

then ninínun Tpf = (90 + 0 _ o) degrees electrical
Provided 0 > 5" (the sampling interval)

d) Impedance computation Ti = 1.17 ms

rhe reason or providing .i"t.ia].r." o > so is: ro detecr
the true peak of the waveforms,, the nicrocomputer should know at least one

sample before the true peak occurs.

Tp¡i carculated above is the mininum tine taken by the peak

detection argorithn. suruning arr four together it works out to be

11.3ms + (90+Q-a)e orinrimeunir [IS.S+ (O _o) x0.046] ms.

Ëvidentry, this relay generates trip signal in tine varying from s/4th
of a cycre to 3/z of a cycle which, presunably, fast enough to clear
the faurt o1 to isolate the faurty line fron rest of the syste¡n.

5.3 Sources of Errors

rn A/D conversion, there is an inherent quantization rurcertainty .,1

of !r/2 LsB. This can be reduced by increasing the number of bits. Be_

sides this, other errors are offset error; the first transition from one

code to the next nay not occur at exactly tr/Z LSB; scale factor ior
gain) errol; the difference between the values at which first transition



a. Gafn error

C. Linearity error

b. Offset error

d. Excessive dlfferentfal
nonlinearity error

analog to dlgftal coåverÈer
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and last transition occur is not equal to (F.S. * 2 LSB); and linearity
error; the difference between transition values are not all equat or uni-
formly changing. ff the differential linearity error is targe enough, it
is possible for one or more codes to be missed. Figure 5.2 shows all the

sources of error graphically for an g-bit A/D converter.

Besides A/D errors, errors were also observed in impedance

measurements as conpared with known inpedance values. For three cases

of testing,the maximu¡n error occured,when irnpedance settings were changed,

fron '0,39% to -3.5%. The reason for such a wide variation of errors

is the relative weightage of bits near zero level and maximun levels in
the nultiplication and division processes, Taking a specific exanple:

In 8-bit resolution with reference voltage -5 V to +5 V the

voltage difference betvJeen two consecutive bit levels is equal to 39 mV.

The measured inpedance is 'less than the actual inpeda.nce. Thus, the difference

between the real and apparent impedance would obviously be mo1e at lower

levels (resulting in large errors) and least at uppeï levels (resulting

in snall errors) of the current. These errors exist because of the in-
struction used in the progran that generates a trip signal only when the

measured current is slightly (one bit) more than it shourd have been.

Similarly, the reasons for deviation of this relay characteris-

tics fron the ideal circle characteiistics can be explained.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the author has discussed the application aspects

of the 8-bit Motorola 6800 nicroprocessor systen in power system protection.

From this design it can be concluded that:

I) The Motorola 6800 rnicroprocessor systen is suitable for realization

of a digital distance relay and is feasible to use for transnission

line protection,

2) A sanpling frequency of 4s20 Hz (so electrical) is satisfactory

to get results free fron aliasing problems.

3) The analog band-pass filter used works accuîateIy to eliminate noise

and d,c, currents satisfactorily.

4) A different suitable algorithn would nake it possible to use the

Motorola microprocessor for the reaLizatíon of any kind of digital
relay.

This microcomputer uses 8-bit analog to digital converters.

However, to get more accurate results a 16-bit converter is needed. Ac-

curacy could further be enhanced if in place of 8-bit, a 16-bit processor

is used.

This relayts fault detection time should be reduced. Since the

najor portion of deray is taken by filtering,a better approach to filter-
ing is needed. For exanple, a co¡nbination of analog and digital filter-
ing .(to be nore economical and reliable).

It is possible to change the perfoïmance of a dígita1 inpbdance

relay into that of a digital directional relay simply by noting the phase
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angle along lrith waveform peaks and generating trip signals for some

particular phase angle range. Use of nultiplexers can further increase

the functions that a single microprocessoï can process.
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APPENDTX A

ÏMPEDANCE CALCULATION ALGORTTHM

Initialization of PIA, both parts as
input ports.

Read Vptr

Read vipr.
Calibrate Vpf by N

Gave high and low bytes of calibrated
Vpf (Double precision)
Calculate V.O* x Zs

Calculate N x Vn* - V.OO x Zs

Caclulate N x VO* - V.O* x Zs

if ¡ 0i NO TRIP and continue
otherwise generate a TRIp signal

estimate Voltage Peak.

Initialize check countel
Read Port A of PIA and
Test the sign bit if negative then
Skip otherwise save the value.
Decrease check countel
Apply some delay before reading
the signal again
Then cornpare with previously read
value and if greater start again
otherwise test check counter
f,or valid max. read value.
trf not valid peak then
save and start reading again

. . ,.. . . . . ":'i: ".. .'.: ,. ,:..1 . :
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#$0004

PORT A
PORT B

STX
srx

T0 BSR Vpr

JSR Vipt
BSR MULTP.

STAB Loc g Hi

STAA Loc t0 Lo

BSR MULT +9

SUB A Loc t0
SBC B Loc t0
BCC JtndP

JSR CLRDTS

BSR TRIP

STOP

JI.ß,IP JSR DISPLAY
BRAI TOP

* 1/ .ub-routine to'PK

LDA B #fiOZ
LDA A PORT A
BMI GO

DO STA A Loc 1

DEC B

BSR Delay
TDA A PORT A
CMP A Loc 1

BCS DO

TST B

BMI JI.JþIP 1

BZ JI.IMP 1

G0 STA A Loc 1

Dec B
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BSR DEIAY
LDA A PORT A
CMPA Loc 1

BCC GO

TST B

BMÏ JI.JMP 2
BZ JTIMP 2
LDA A Loc I
NEG A
JI.JMP

tDA A Loc 1

suB A #$80
STA A Loc 2
RTS.

Calculate the peak value in ascending
order starting from 00 and save.

JI.JMP 1

JI.JiVTP 2

respect

*viPK

START

Sub-¡sl¡¿ine to calculate current peak
to voltage zero.

CLR Loc 5
CLR Loc 6
LDA B #$ OZ

LDA A PORT B
BMI BRANCH
STA A Loc 3
inc. Loc 6
Dec 8
JSR DELAY
LDA A PORT B
CMP A Loc 3
BCS START
inc Loc 5
TST B
BZ JI.JMP 1

BMI JUMP 1
STA A Loc 3
ïNC Loc 6
Dec B

JSR DELAY
LDA A PORT B
CMP A Loc 3
BCC BRANCH
INC Loc 5
TST B

BZ JIITIíP 2
BMI JUMP 2
BRA START
LDA A Loc 3
NEG A
JI.JMP SKIP
LDA A Loc BsuB #$ AO
STA A Loc 4
RTS

and phase angle with

Prepare two locations for
phase angle neasurement
initialize check counter
read from Port B of PIA
test for sign bit and
save

Decrease check counter
Apply some delay before reading
the signal again
Then conpare with previ.ously
read value and if greater
start again otherhrise test
check counter for valid
peak. If not valid then
start reading resolutions
again

Adjust reading in proper
ascending order starting
from zero upwards and
save and returî to r

master progran.

JLJI\,ÎP I

JTJMP 2
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* Sub-routine calculating nultiplication of two nurnbers (Double=precision)

* MULTP LDA A Loc 4 Make data ready for
STA A Loc 11 computation
LDA A Loc 8 Load accurnulator with multi_
JLIMP FOUR plier

MULT + 9 LDA A Loc 2 Make data ready for
STA A Loc 11 computation
LDA A Loc 7 Load accumulator with Mr.FOUR LDX #$ OOOA Load shifr countel
CLR B prepare for result

HIGH BIT A #$ Ot Test accumulator for I and
BZ CONTIN skip. If one then
ADC B Loc lI add Md to accumulator B.

CONTIN ROR B shift B and A accumulator
ROR A
cLc
DEX decrease shift counter
BNE HIGH If 8 shifrs completed rhen
RTS stop. Otherwise start again.

Sub-routine for producing delay,

DELAY LDX #$ OOOA

Loops DEC X

BNE Loop 1

RTS.

Sub-routine to clear display units.
* CLRDIS

JSR OUTSTJ
00
00
OO BI,ANKS
00
00

$80 The period is necessary
RTS.

* Sub-routine to disptay Vpf and VipX

DISPL
LDX # Loc 1

LDAB #02
JSR. DISPLAY
JSR REDIS
LDX #$ .-

Loop DEX.
BNE loop
RTS.
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* Sub-routine to display ITRIPt
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TRÏP JSR
T
R

ï
P,
RTS.

OUTSTJ Cal1 subroutine
display TRIP

to

4.1

0001
0004
0007

0004
000c
000F
001 I
0013
0015
001 7
0019
0018
001D
0020
0022
0023
0026

002c
002E
0031
0033
0035
0036
0038
0038
003D
005F
0040
0042
0044
0046
0047
0048
0048
004D
004F
0050
0052
0054
0056

8D
BD

8D
D7
97
8D
90
D2
24
BD

8D
3E
BD

20

c6
B6
2B
97
5A
8D
B6
91
25
5D
27
2B
97
5A
8D
B6
91
24
5D
27
28
20
96

0004
8000
8002

20
01 00
59
99
9A
5C
9A
99
07
OISA
79

0141
E2

02
8000
11
93

52
8000
93
F4

15
B

93

4T
8000
93
F4

ce Calculation A1 orithm in l,fachine

CE

FF
FF

OA

08
DC

93
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0058
0059
005c
005E
0060
0061

0100
0102
0105
0107
0104
0108
01 0E
01 11
01 14
01 16
0117
0119
0118
01 1E
01 1F
0r22
0125
0128
0r2A
01 28
01 2D

ot2F
0131
or34
0135
01 38
01 38
01 3D

0140

0064
006c
0068
0070
4073
007s
0477
0079
007c
007D
007F
0081
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0089

96
80
97
39.

c6
B6
2R
97
5A
BD

B6
B1

2S
50
27
2B
B7
5A
BD

B6
B1

24
5D
27
28
20
B6
40
7E
Bó
80
B7
59,

96
97
96
/E
96
27
96
CE

5F
85
27
D9
56
46o'
0c
09
26
39

005F
93
80
91

a2
8002
L4
0094

008A
8002
0094
F1

I8
t6
0094

008A
8002
0094
F1

OB

09
c8
0094

0138
0094
80
0092

92
69
98
0079
91

40
7E

69
97
0008

01
02
69

F4
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008A CE 000A
8D 09
8E 26 FD
90 39

O15A BD FDSC
015D 00
015E 00
015F 00
0160 00
0161 00
0162 80
0163 39

0141 CE 0091
0rA4 c6 03
01A6 BD FDTB
OiAg BD FCBC
O1AC CE zFFF
01AF 09
0180 26 FD
0182 39

OO9B BD FDSC
0098 46 05
00A0 a4 67
00A2 80
0043 39.



APPENDTX B

SHORT CTRCUIT CURRENT CALCULATION

In order to approach the problem of calculating the initial
short circuited current, consider the transmission line has constant in-
ductance and resistance and leakage curïent is zero. Let the amplitude

of voltage at any tine t be voa sin(ot * s). The angle c,¿, is the

voltage angle when the fault occurs, If the instantaneous voltage is
zero and increasing in a positive direction, d = 0. If the voltage is
at its positive ¡naximum instantaneous value, o is Tt/2. At a negative

peak o is 3¡t/2. The differential equation at the instant of fault
occurrence is

;:tl. : . .. 1.1:1. :::-. -:...>-. -",-..:, .. r. -.,.- r,- ì.¡::.:(a

VO* sin(ult + o) = R i, +

if we solve this equation we get the

ít = IpK[sin(ort+o-0)

rf = VpK[(sinLúr+s-0]

, ut'
'dt

following result

- e-R/t' t sin(o¿ - o)

whereO=tan-l+

Equation (8.2) demonstrates the presence of a decaying d.c. component with

a tine constant t = f;. Sinilarly a fault voltage equation can be vrritten

as

(8.1)

(8.2)

e-R/L tl (8.3)

In these equations, o, repïesents phase of fault incidence. In equations

(B.2) and (B.3) the first tern is a pure sinusoid white the second term

represents a decaying d.c. offset with time constant which depends upon

the t/R ratio of the transmission line.



APPENDIX C

CALCULATTON OF O FOR FTLTER

Calculations of circuit paraneters

Let Cr = 0,1 UF i Cz = 0,22 ttF

Center frequency uq + 377 tad/s

or fo = 60Hz and G = l

(a) for: Q=2
fron relation 4.17

1-1

äå r' . õ%l-t

Rr _ 2.2v¡F;-72

fron relation 4.18

(s77)z = ç#rt#.*,r
And from 4,19

'---:-i = /-;#r; ( #. ''od!?t- Rr til * *-r] 
v.LL

squaring both sides and putting rhe values of (Ãf. Rþ

1 rotz +,T = t{fr+y'2.2f.
Gives R¡ = 77.164 KQ

Also R1 = ?l*å&- = ,rZ.!-fo x 2,2 = 5s.0s KCI
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Il.c
Aî-p; = C377)'xR3x0,1 x0,22 x10-12

= (377)2 x 77,164 x 0,1 x 0,22 x 10-12 x 10+3

= ,0002412793

Rz - 4.14489 Kfl

(b) for: a= g

l=1¡ - m-;^!r
R;trrms

-R- = lZ = o.617sRg 3.2

AIso

(377)2= u-sft-r#.#
'lr

A;.Ð = Rr* (327)2x0.022x 10.12

And

1 = 
-J 

,1ffi ,Tñ,2
nrt¡l * 

F-rl

gives

Rs = L92.91 Kn

Rr = .6875 x Rg = 152,6256 KCI

Rz = 1.6788 Kfl
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